September 26, 2011

Gwen called the meeting to order at 9:33. Brandon was tardy. Nick
opened in prayer.
Jeff Motioned to pass the minutes from the September 12th meeting. Christian seconded it.
Minutes passed 13-0-1.

Announcements
• Brandon Abbott, the freshman class president, was in attendance.
Cabinet Updates
Presidents Cabinet
• Did not have a meeting this past week.
• Christian looked into research for an amphitheater on campus, but his research did not
show results which would be feasible for Geneva’s campus. He suggested calling an actual
contractor to get proper price quotes.
• Kylie found five different colleges with structures that were similar to what she had
thought would work. They have different layouts. She is awaiting price quotes from
schools with these types of amphitheaters.
• Christy found some different structure types for us to consider.
• Kylie is working with a lady from BCCS to help restore the Turbo mascot costume. Her
cost estimate is approximately $1000 and she thinks it could be completed by November.
The cover will be velcroed onto the foam turbo suit so that it can be cleaned and washed.
• The senior class gift survey will be completed on Friday.
Communications Cabinet
• Representatives are asked to come up with possible questions for the Facebook and
Twitter pages for student responses.
• Jeremy has begun filming the Geneva Spotlight videos.
• Daniel is working on designs for Our Town and the Beta Leadership program.
Clubs Cabinet
• Nick trained the representatives to answer questions about forming new clubs.
• Justin is almost done forming a Future Business Leaders of America Club PSA for
campus.
Finance Cabinet
• During Homecoming, money from cup sales and tshirts needs to be kept separate.
Proposal: Jeff brought forth a proposal to fund the Brig TV project. The total cost of the
project would be $12,346- this would include four 55” LED/HDTV screens, four mounts,
four transmitters, ten docking stations, ten AC adaptors, and cover the installation costs.

Discussion: Representatives were concerned where the TVs would be located and if they
could be spaced differently from where they are currently located.
Motion: Sean motioned to allocate $12,346 for the funding of the Brig TV project, with
any unused funds being returned to the GCSU. Christian seconded it. Motion passed
12-2-0.

Topics Discussed
•

Homecoming- The Pep Rally will be Wednesday before chapel. Christian and Justin
are heading up the program. Artyom and Sean will be helping Liz with set up at 9:15.
“Are You Smarter Than Turbo” will go on in the gym. Students who are there before
chapel will have the opportunity to compete against Turbo on Geneva trivia. The club
carnival will be on Saturday. Shifts for the different tables are from 9:30-12:30 and 12:30cleanup. HC shirts will be 5 dollars and presale will begin on Wednesday.

•

Gwen has asked that emails that are received from execs, Liz and Brian are to be
responded to within 24 hours so that we can have timely responses.

• Freshman representative training will be at 10:10 in the office on Friday, September 30th.
•

Joe brought forth a concern about the constitution. He suggested we add a clause referring
to which votes non-union member must leave for. A vote was called for to add to the
Constitution that “Non-union members must leave the room during non-procedural
voting.” Change passed 14-0-0.

The meeting was adjourned at 10:22 pm.

